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CD80 expression is upregulated by TP53 activation in human cancer epithelial cells
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ABSTRACT
CD80 is recognized as one of the most potent costimulatory molecules by which immune cells limit cancer 
progression; however, the current understanding of the regulation of its expression on human tumor cells 
is limited. The TP53 tumor suppressor plays a critical role in cancer and its significant role in the control of 
immune responses is emerging. Here, we evaluated the role of TP53 as a regulator of CD80 expression in 
human cancer cells. A set of well-known TP53–reactivating compounds were used on TP53-wild-type, 
TP53-deficient, TP53-mutated and TP53-knockdown cancer cell lines to determine if TP53 can regulate 
CD80. CD80 expression was analyzed in samples from patients with TP53-active vs TP53-inactive Colon 
Adenocarcinomas (COAD) from TCGA panCancer Atlas. We report that the pharmacological activation of 
TP53 can stimulate the expression of CD80 in human tumor cells of epithelial origin. We also provide 
evidence that CD80 expression exhibits a strong correlation with TP53 activation in a subgroup of colon 
tumors with better overall survival. These results confirm the link between TP53 and immune surveillance 
in human cancer and provide the possibility that conventional TP53-activation approaches for tumoricidal 
effects may be repurposed for immunotherapy strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Inactivating mutations of the tumor suppressor gene TP53 or the 
abrogation of its pathway through the inactivation of other signaling 
or effector components are the most common features of cancer 
cells1. Several studies documented TP53 critical role in the regulation 
of cell cycle arrest, senescence, apoptosis, DNA damage, and other 
stress signals. Recent studies extended our understanding in the 
biological activities of TP53 as it emerged also as a significant player 
in the control of immune responses, specifically in several aspects of 
the cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL)-tumor cell interaction.2 TP53 
status was shown to influence both innate and cell-mediated immu-
nity through the regulation of the MHC-I antigen processing path-
way, the transcriptional control of immunomodulatory ligands, and 
by shaping the immune landscape in the microenvironment.3,4 In 
general, perturbations in TP53 contributed to the ability of tumor 
cells to escape from immune surveillance, thus promoting an immu-
nosuppressive environment. However, the underlying mechanisms 
are still poorly understood.

Tumor cells employ several immune-suppressive strategies to 
overcome antitumor immunity. One such method is the modulation 
on the tumor cell surface of the expression of T cell cosignaling 
molecules, which are required for effective T cell activation and 
consequently a successful elimination of cancer cells.5 CD80 is recog-
nized as one of the most potent costimulatory molecules by which 
immune cells limit malignant growth.6 It is upregulated upon cell 
stress and it is critical for efficacious immune surveillance during 
carcinogenesis.7–9 Low surface expression of CD80 was reported as 
an immune escape mechanism of colon carcinoma;10 on the other 
hand, its expression resulted enhanced in high-frequency 

microsatellite instability (MSI) colorectal cancers, a CRC subtype 
which is highly immunogenic and associated with a better 
prognosis.11 Both in vivo and in vitro studies showed that the 
upregulation of CD80 on tumor cell surface successfully activates 
anti-tumor immune responses, while its expression is frequently lost 
during tumor progression probably due to selective pressure by the 
immune system.7,12–14 Thus, to develop effective approaches for 
cancer immunotherapy, strategies for enhancing CD80 expression 
in tumors are urgently required.15 However, the current understand-
ing of the regulation of CD80 expression is limited.

Recently, data from murine oral cancer cells suggested that func-
tional TP53 is responsible for modulation of immunogenic compo-
nents such as CD8016. Moreover, a patent was granted to CD80 as 
a biomarker of TP53 activity in murine models and cell lines.16 Since 
an increasing number of reports has identified differences in the p53 
pathway between mouse and human,17 in this study we investigated 
the potential role of TP53 in the regulation of CD80 in human cancer 
cells. Using a set of well-known TP53 – reactivating compounds as 
tools to address the biology of TP53, we confirm the potential 
mechanism of anti-tumor immune response evoked by TP53 via 
induction of CD80 in human cancer epithelial cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and treatments

Human cancer cell lines were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA, 
USA) and cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS 
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (all from Gibco-Thermo Fisher 
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Scientific, Waltham, USA) at 37°C in a humidified incubator con-
taining 5% CO2. Cells were treated with 10 μM Nutlin-3a (Cayman 
Chemical, Ann Arbor, MO, USA), 1 μM RITA (Cayman Chemical), 
or 10 μM 5-Fluorouracil (FU) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
for 24 h. HCT116 and A549 cell lines were transfected with Silencer 
Pre-Designed Validated TP53 siRNA (ID:106141 and s605, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) or Silencer Negative Control #1 siRNA (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). The transfection was performed on 60% confluent 
cells using the Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
according to the manufacturer instructions and with 10 nM siRNAs. 
SAOS2 and H1299 cell lines were transfected with pcDNA3 p53 WT 
or pcDNA3 (Invitrogen-Thermo Fisher Scientific) as control; 
pcDNA3 p53 WT was a gift from David Meek (Addgene plasmid 
# 69003). The transfection was performed on 60% confluent cells 
using Lipofectamine2000 transfection agent (Invitrogen-Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer instructions. 
Transfected cells were incubated in 5% CO2 at 37°C for 24 h; fresh 
medium was then added together with TP53 activators or vehicle as 
control, and the cells were incubated for another 6 h before harvest-
ing for gene expression analysis or 24 h for flow cytometry and 
western blotting.

Gene expression

Total RNA was isolated using the SV Total RNA Isolation 
System kit following the manufacturer’s instructions 
(Promega, Madison, USA). Complementary DNA (cDNA) 
synthesis was performed using the iScript™ cDNA Synthesis 
Kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) according to the manufac-
turer’s directions. Specific TP53 and CD80 mRNA transcripts 
were quantified with TaqMan Gene Expression Assay (ID: 
Hs011034249_m1 and Hs01045163_m1, respectively) using 
TaqMan Universal Master Mix II with UNG in an ABI 
PRISM 7000 Sequence Detection System (all by Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Other transcripts were quantified with 
SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
The expression of the target molecule was normalized to the 
expression of the ACTB housekeeping gene. The specific for-
ward and reverse primers used for CDKN1A were 
5ʹGTCTTGTACCCTTGTGCC3ʹ and 5ʹGGTAGAAATCTG 
TCATGCTGG3ʹ; for ACTB were 5ʹCTGGACTTCGA 
GCAAGAGATG3ʹ and 5ʹAGTTGAAGGTAGTTTCGTGG 
ATG3ʹ.

Flow Cytometry

Cell lines treated with pharmacological activators of TP53 or siRNA 
were trypsinized and washed with 1X PBS before staining. For 
staining, 105 cells were suspended in PBS/2% FBS with anti-human 
CD80-PE (clone 2D10.4, eBioscience-Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
monoclonal antibody for 30 min on ice. Flow cytometric analysis 
was performed using a FACSCalibur based on CellQuest software 
(BD-Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, USA).

Western blotting

Western blotting was done as previously described.7 Briefly, 
20 μg of total proteins were loaded on 10% SDS-PAGE gel, then 
transferred on a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad®). Blots were 

blocked in 5% skimmed milk TBST (120 mM Tris-HCl [pH  
7.4], 150 mM NaCl, and 0.05% Tween 20) overnight at 4°C. 
After washing, blots were incubated with anti-CD80 (Cell 
Signaling Technology, Massachusetts, USA; dilution 1:1000) 
or anti β-actin (Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA; dilution 
1:5000) diluted in 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA, Sigma- 
Aldrich) TBST for 1 hour at room temperature. Then mem-
branes were washed and incubated with HRP-conjugated sec-
ondary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in 5% BSA TBST for 
1 h at room temperature. Protein bands were visualized using 
Clarity™ Western ECL substrate substrates (Bio-rad) and 
images were captured using the Alliance Q9 system (Uvitec, 
Cambridge, UK).

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset analysis

Explorative series consisted of gene expression, mutation, and 
copy number alteration data from colon adenocarcinoma sam-
ples of the TCGA PanCancer Atlas dataset,18 which were 
analyzed through the cBioPortal (www.cbioportal.org).19

Statistics

Data are shown as mean +/− SEM. Statistical analysis was 
performed using GraphPad Prism Software 6.0 (GraphPad 
Software Inc., La Jolla, USA). Comparisons were performed 
using unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test. Differences were 
considered significant at p < 0,05.

RESULTS

Activation of TP53 induces CD80 expression in human 
cancer epithelial cells

To address the effect of TP53 activation on CD80 expression 
regulation, we examined both transcriptional and cell surface 
expression levels of CD80 by quantitative real-time PCR 
(qPCR) and flow cytometry analysis in wild-type TP53 
(HCT116, A549) or TP53-null (SAOS2 and H1299, transfected 
with pcDNA3 plasmid vector alone as control or to overexpress 
TP53) cancer cell lines following treatment with the small 
molecule Nutlin-3a, which stabilizes TP53. In TP53 expres-
sing-cells, but not in TP53-null cells, the classical TP53 target 
gene cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor CDKN1A was induced 
after TP53 activation by Nutlin-3a, thus demonstrating TP53 
responsiveness (Figure 1a). Interestingly, we observed 
increased CD80 expression upon TP53 activation by Nutlin- 
3a at both mRNA and protein levels in HCT116 and A549 cell 
lines (Figure 1a-c). However, Nutlin-3a failed to induce CD80 
in TP53-null SAOS2 and H1299 cells, unless they were trans-
fected with a wild-type TP53 expression plasmid, confirming 
the TP53-dependence. Next, we investigated the effect of other 
TP53 activating molecules on CD80 cell surface expression. 
Both RITA and 5-fluorouracil (5FU) treatments induced CD80 
expression significantly in TP53-positive but not in TP53-null 
cells (Figure 1d). The TP53-dependent induction of CD80 
expression by these TP53 activators suggests that the induction 
of CD80 we observed is a general TP53-mediated phenom-
enon, not limited to the effects of a specific compound only. 
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Moreover, other types of cancer cell lines of epithelial origin 
and TP53 status were tested for the effect of TP53 activation on 
CD80 induction. As shown in Figure 1e, Nutlin-3a induced 
CD80 expression in MCF-7 and U2OS (both TP53 +/+) but not 
in HT29 (TP53 mut). Finally, to confirm that the induction of 
CD80 by Nutlin-3a was TP53-dependent, we examined the 
effects of TP53 silencing with siRNA. As expected, TP53 
knock-down reduced Nutlin-3a-induced CDKN1A mRNA 
levels in both HCT116 and A549 cells (figure 1f). Because, as 
shown in Figure 1g-h, TP53 silencing dramatically lowered 
Nutlin-3a-induced CD80 mRNA and protein levels, we con-
clude that TP53 is required for CD80 induction in human 
cancer cells.

CD80 expression exhibits a strong correlation with TP53 
activation in MSI colon tumors

In a previous study, we showed that CD80 expression is 
enhanced in high-frequency microsatellite instability (MSI) 
colorectal cancers.11 To test whether TP53 activation plays 

any role in regulating CD80 expression in MSI tumors, we 
analyzed the TCGA PanCancer dataset for colon adenocarci-
noma by partitioning tumors based on TP53 and MSI status. 
Tumor subtype data (n = 44 MSI vs n = 247 MSS) were 
available for 291 samples out of 378. Because TP53 protein 
function can be inactivated not only by mutation but also by 
the overexpression of key regulatory proteins (such as MDM2, 
MDM4, or PPM1D),20 the groups designated as “TP53- 
inactive” included samples with one or more missense or non-
sense coding sequence mutations in the TP53 gene, or with 
TP53 deletion, or MDM2, MDM4 and PPM1D amplification 
(n = 10 in MSI and n = 177 in MSS). The other groups, 
designated as “TP53-active”, consisted of samples that did 
not reveal any coding sequence alteration in the TP53 gene 
(n = 34 in MSI and n = 70 in MSS); however, it is still possible 
that these tumors contained TP53 mutations in essential non- 
coding regions (e.g. promoters, enhancers or introns) or other 
genomic or epigenetic alterations that can lead to functional 
TP53 inactivation. As expected, CD80 expression resulted sig-
nificantly increased in MSI tumors compared to MSS (Figure 
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Figure 1. TP53 activation induces CD80 expression in human tumor epithelial cells. (a) 10 µM Nutlin-3a treatment induced CD80 expression in TP53-positive tumor 
cells. Levels of CD80 and CDKN1A transcripts upon Nutlin-3a treatment for 6 h were assessed by quantitative Real-Time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in HCT116 and 
A549 cells (TP53-positive) and Saos2 and H1299 cells (TP53-null, transfected with pcDNA3 plasmid vector alone as control or to overexpress TP53). (b) Induction of cell 
surface expression of CD80 by Nutlin-3a treatment for 24 h relative to background staining determined by isotype-matched control was measured by flow cytometry. (c) 
Induction of CD80 protein expression by Nutlin-3a treatment for 24 h determined by western blotting. (d) CD80 expression was induced by 600 µM 5FU or 1 µM RITA 
treatment for 24 h in HCT116 and A549 TP53-positive cells but not in TP53-null cells. (e) Induction of cell surface expression of CD80 by Nutlin-3a was measured by flow 
cytometry in MCF7 and U2OS cells (TP53-positive) and HT29 cells (TP53-mutant). (f) Efficient TP53 depletion by TP53 siRNA inhibited CDKN1A induction by Nutlin-3a in 
HCT-116 and A549 cells as assessed by qPCR. Efficient TP53 depletion by TP53 siRNA inhibited CD80 induction by Nutlin-3a in HCT-116 and A549 cells as assessed by 
qPCR and flow cytometry (g) and western blotting(h). Data shown are representative results of at least 3 independent experiments. Data are presented as mean ± S.E.M. 
Unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test was used for comparison. *p < 0,05; **p < 0,01; ***p < 0,001 vs control (ctrl) or scramble siRNA.
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2a), whereas there was a trend of reduced expression in ‘TP53- 
inactive’ tumors when compared to ‘TP53-active’ tumors 
(Figure 2b), suggesting a role of TP53 in controlling CD80 
expression. Interestingly, the frequency of “TP53 active” sam-
ples resulted significantly higher in MSI tumors compared to 
MSS tumors (Figure 2c) and CD80 expression was significantly 
enhanced in MSI TP53 active samples compared to MSI TP53 
inactive samples, whereas MSS tumors did not show any dif-
ferential CD80 expression between the “TP53 active “ and 
“TP53 inactive” groups, suggesting that CD80 increased 
expression may rely on TP53 function in MSI colon tumors 
(Figure 2d). Notably, in MSI tumors without distant metastasis 
(n = 40), CD80 expression was still significantly augmented in 
MSI TP53 active samples compared to MSI TP53 inactive 
samples (Figure 2e), and patients with an inactive TP53 had 
a worse overall survival than those with active TP53 (figure 2f).

DISCUSSION

The emerging role of TP53 as a regulator of immune surveil-
lance continues to unfold. TP53 enhances anti-tumor immu-
nity by regulation of chemokine production and major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I expression for 
recruitment of cytotoxic T cells, enhancement of NKG2D 
receptors for NK cell activation, Toll-like receptor (TLR) 
expression for pattern recognition, and inhibition of immune 
checkpoint molecule PD-L1.3 Our data suggest that TP53 may 
guard against cancer development also by enhancing CD80 
expression on human tumor cells, thus confirming previously 
described molecular mechanisms controlling CD80 transcrip-
tion in mouse models.16,21 Moreover, we provide evidence for 
potential in vivo TP53 triggered induction of CD80 in 
a subgroup of human MSI CRC, which might partially explain 
the reason why they are associated with a better prognosis.11
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Figure 2. Correlation between TP53 status and CD80 expression in MSI colon cancer. TCGA colon adenocarcinoma dataset (total n = 291) was partitioned 
according to the MSI and TP53 status (Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2018). CD80 expression was analyzed in MSI (n = 44) vs MSS (n = 247) tumors (a) and in “TP53 
active” (n = 104) vs “TP53 inactive” (n = 187) group (b). P values were calculated from Student’s t-test. Data are represented as boxplots showing median and min to max 
values. (c) The frequency of patients with active TP53 was compared in MSI and MSS patients. Fisher exact test was performed. (d) Expression of CD80 was compared in 
“MSI TP53 active” (n = 34), “MSI TP53 inactive” (n = 10), “MSS TP53 active” (n = 70) and “MSS TP53 inactive” (n = 177) groups. (e) The expression of CD80 was compared 
in “MSI TP53 active” (n = 31), “MSI TP53 inactive” (n = 9) without distant metastasis (no M) groups. P values were calculated from Student’s t-test. Data are represented 
as boxplots showing median and min to max values. (f) In the MSI without metastasis group, the Kaplan-Meier estimate was used to perform the survival analysis from 
the date of the initial diagnosis, and the log-rank test was used to compare “TP53 active” and “TP53 inactive” subgroup survival.
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One of the crucial factors that dictates successful anti-tumor 
immunity and immunotherapy outcome is the productive recruit-
ment of immune effectors to the tumor microenvironment (TME), 
especially activated tumor-specific CD8 T cells. Compelling data 
suggest a correlation between TP53 status and immune cell infiltrates 
in human cancers. Within a subset of breast cancer samples, 
a correlation between loss of p53 function and the absence of 
a T-cell gene signature was observed.22 Immunogenomics analysis 
revealed that the TP53-mutated subtype had a significantly lower 
degree of immune infiltration than the TP53-wildtype subtype in 
various cancer types.23 Moreover, in mouse cancer models, loss of 
TP53 in tumor cells promoted immune tolerance through the 
recruitment of both myeloid cells and Treg cells.24 Augmented 
expression of CD80 results in the induction of anti-tumor NK cell 
cytotoxicity,14 prevention of PD-L1-mediated immune suppression 
by tumor cells, and restoration of T cell activation,15 as well as 
sensitization to novel small molecule inhibitor cancer therapies.15 

Thus, restoration of CD80 following local pharmacological reactiva-
tion of TP53 may serve as a powerful approach for reversing immu-
nosuppression of the TME and promoting systemic, lasting 
antitumor immunity.6,25,26 Several ongoing clinical trials are using 
p53-reactivating compounds in combination with different che-
motherapeutic drugs, so clues for the applicability and limitations 
from these clinical studies are eagerly awaited.27

Numerous studies examined whether TP53 mutation affects sur-
vival and, in some cases, TP53 mutation has been associated with 
poorer prognosis.28 However, using TP53 mutation as a prognostic 
marker may not be useful in all contexts,20 since TP53 protein 
function can be inactivated not only by mutation but also by the 
overexpression of key TP53 regulatory proteins with enhanced 
amplification loci in wild-type TP53 tumors. Our analysis provides 
evidence that, in the non-metastatic MSI CRC phenotype, a TP53- 
active pathway signature is associated with better overall survival. 
This observation has potential clinical application because the con-
comitant status of the TP53 pathway and CD80 expression could be 
useful markers of response to therapy. Nevertheless, further study will 
be needed to confirm this supposition before they can be used as 
biomarkers in the clinic.

In conclusion, our present findings confirm the link between 
TP53 and immune surveillance also in human cancer epithelial 
cells, suggesting that the effect of TP53 on stimulation of anticancer 
immune response may directly occur via regulation of CD80 expres-
sion. This ties tumor immune evasion to other tumor-suppressive 
pathways previously described for TP53, and suggest that conven-
tional TP53-activation approaches for tumoricidal effects could be 
repurposed for immunotherapy strategies.
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